
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 95, iss. 9, pp. 509 { 513 c 2012 May 10Absence of metallization in solid molecular hydrogenS.Azadi, Th.D.K�uhne1)Institute of Physical Chemistry and Center for Computational Sciences,Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz, 55128 Mainz, GermanySubmitted 5 March 2012Being the simplest element with just one electron and proton the electronic structure of a single Hydrogenatom is known exactly. However, this does not hold for the complex interplay between them in a solid and inparticular not at high pressure that is known to alter the crystal as well as the electronic structure and eventu-ally causes solid hydrogen to become metallic. In spite of intense research e�orts the experimental realization ofmetallic hydrogen, as well as the theoretical determination of the crystal structure has remained elusive. Herewe present a computational study showing that the distorted hexagonal P63/m structure is the most likelycandidate for Phase III of solid hydrogen. We �nd that the pairing structure is very persistent and insulatingover the whole pressure range, which suggests that metallization due to dissociation may precede eventualbandgap closure. Due to the fact that this not only resolve one of major disagreement between theory andexperiment, but also excludes the conjectured existence of phonon-driven superconductivity in solid molecularhydrogen, our results involve a complete revision of the zero-temperature phase diagram of Phase III.Back in 1935 Wigner and Huntington [1] predictedthat at very high pressure solid molecular hydrogenwould dissociate and form an atomic solid that is metal-lic. Due to its relevance to astrophysics [2], but in par-ticular because of the possible existence of high-Tc su-perconductivity [3] and a metallic liquid ground state [4],the importance to grasp metallic hydrogen can hardly beoverstated. Since it is by now still not possible to reachthe necessary static compression (> 400GPa) to disso-ciate hydrogen, recently alternative routes to metallichydrogen, but at lower pressure have been proposed.On the one hand, the negative slope of the melting line[5] immediately suggests the possibility of producingliquid metallic hydrogen at low �nite temperature [6{8]. On the other hand, due to the persistence of themolecular phase, it has been predicted that even in thepaired state metallization through bandgap closure maybe possible [9, 10], which would be very consequentialsince it facilitates potential high-Tc superconductivityin paired metallic hydrogen [11, 12]. However, bothavenues are complicated by the fact that contrary toPhase I (< 110GPa), which is the only quantum molec-ular solid and made of quantum rotors on a hcp lattice,the structures of Phase II and Phase III (> 150GPa)are still unknown [13, 14], in particular whether or notthe latter is metallic [15{17]. Since even the combinedpower of experimental vibrational and scattering datahave not yet allowed for a unique crystal structure de-termination, only by means of theory a large variety ofdi�erent structures have been predicted as potential can-didates for Phase III, many of which were indeed metal-1)e-mail: kuehne@uni-mainz.de

lic [9, 10, 18{24]. Anyhow, because of the vast amountof di�erent possible structures and the small energy dif-ferences among them, it is impossible to ensure that anystructure represents the global minimum in enthalpy.However, recently great strides have been made topredict crystal structures from �rst-principles, to the ex-tend that allowed Pickard and Needs to systematicallyinvestigate the zero-temperature phase diagram of PhaseIII of solid hydrogen [25]. Speci�cally, for the pressurerange of Phase III they predict manifold crystal struc-tures to be energetically most favorable, namely up to270GPa the C2/c phase, followed by Cmca-12, before at385GPa solid molecular hydrogen eventually transformsinto the Cmca phase.Neverthless, the determination of the metallizationpressure in all the calculations based on the local orsemilocal approximation to density functional theory(DFT) is plagued by the infamous bandgap problem thattypically underestimates the true fundamental gap by asmuch as �50% [26]. In fact, more accurate calculationsbased on many-body perturbation theory [19], as well ashybrid DFT [24] report on a substantial increase in themetallization pressure of hydrogen. Anyway, the consid-ered structures have been shown to be energetically notcompetitive [25]. Moreover, enthalpic e�ects because ofpotential bandgap corrections to the valence bands wereomited, which otherwise would entail a stabilization ofthe insulating phases with respect to metallic ones andtherefore further increase the metallization pressure.In this work, we revise the zero-temperature phasediagram of solid molecular hydrogen in the pressurerange of Phase III using electronic structure methodsthat go beyond the semilocalDFT level of theory. Specif-�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2012 509



510 S. Azadi, Th.D.K�uhneically, we consider the C2/c, Cmca-12, C2, Pbcn, as wellas the P63/m structures, which have been recently pro-posed and enthalpically found to be most favorable atthe semilocalDFT level [25]. Our DFT calculationswereall carried out within the pseudopotential plane-waveapproach using the Quantum Espresso suite of programs[27]. In order to accurately sample the Brillouin zonea dense k-point mesh with at least 163 special pointswere used so as to guarantee convergence of the totalenergy to 1 mRy per molecule. The very same crite-rion holds for the explicit minimization of the enthalpyfor all considered structures and pressures by means ofa concurrent geometry and cell optimization. For thecalculations at the semilocal DFT level the Perdew{Burke{Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approxi-mation [28] to the exact exchange-correlation functionalwas used together with the projector augemented wavemethod [29] and a corresponding planewave cuto� of 60Ry. The corresponding phase diagram is shown in Fig. 1and is in excellent agreement with [25], except for an

Fig. 1. (Colors online) The enthalpy per proton relative tothe metallic Cmca phase at the semilocal DFT level as afunction of pressureenergy lowering by � 8meV of the metallic Cmca struc-ture that renders the Cmca-12 phase unstable, whichin any event is incompatible with experimental infrared(IR) spectra of Phase III of solid hydrogen [30]. To-gether with Fig. 2, which shows the single-particle gapwith respect to pressure for all considered structures, itcan be deduced that up to � 290GPa the C2/c phase isprevailing and still insulating. Even though, thereafterbandgap closure would in principle be observed, at thesame time the C2/c structure simultaneously transformsinto the metallic Cmca phase. The well known rule,\the lower the energy, the wider the gap" [20] does notapply here. For instance, the energetically rather com-petitive Cmca-12 structure would obey metallization be-

Fig. 2. (Colors online) The single-particle bandgap as func-tions of pressure, as obtained by semilocal DFT calcula-tionscause of bandgap closure starting from 245GPa, whileon the contrary the largest gap is observed for the P63/mphase, which at this level of theory is energetically notfavorable at all. Until now, the bandgaps have beengiven only in terms of the single-particle Kohn{Sham(KS) gap. However, the exact KS gap di�ers from thetrue fundamental gap by the so called derivative discon-tinuity �XC of the exchange-correlation potential [26].Due to the fact, that �XC = 0 within local and semilo-cal DFT, the fundamental gap and thus the metallizationpressure is often severely underestimated. Fortunately,Hartree{Fock exchange (HFX) allows us to approximatethe exchange contribution of �XC, but owing to thenonlocality of the exchange potential generally overes-timates the fundamental gap. As a consequence hybridDFT, which includes only a small fraction of exact HFX,typically yields much improved bandgaps that are of-ten in close agreement with experiment, even though itdoes not provide a general solution for the DFT bandgapproblem. In addition, due to the absence of an arti�-cial self-repulsion between the occupied states, HFX notonly exactly cancels the self-interaction contribution ofthe Hartree energy, but also energetically stabilizes insu-lating phases relative to metallic ones, which in generalare su�ciently accurate described by standard DFT.For these reasons hybrid DFT is expected to substan-tially increase the eventual metallization pressure, byfavoring insulating phases and concurrently predictingthroughout larger bandgaps. For our hybrid DFT calcu-lations we have employed the so called PBE0 exchange-correlation functional, where according to the adiabaticconnection 25% of PBE exchange has been substitutedby exact HFX [31]. In all hybrid DFT calculations arather hard norm-conserving pseudopotential was uti-lized in conjunction with a planewave energy cuto� of90 Ry. The additional quasiparticle bandgap calcula-�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2012



Absence of metallization in solid molecular hydrogen 511tions at the many-body perturbation level of theory havebeen performed within the G0W0 approximation [32] us-ing the Yambo code [33]. Indeed, looking at Fig. 3 a

Fig. 3. (Colors online) The enthalpy per proton as a func-tion of pressure with respect to the metallic Cmca struc-ture at the hybrid DFT level of theorycompletely altered phase diagram can be observed thatenergetically favors all insulating phases over the metal-lic Cmca structure. The reduction in relative enthalpyof the hexagonal P63/m phase, which is not competitiveat all at the semilocal DFT level, is particularly dra-matic and eventually renders the structure stable overthe whole pressure range of Phase III. Our calculationssuggest that this can attributed to the lower pressure es-timate at the hybrid DFT level. In any event, contraryto earlier theoretical predictions [23], the metallic Cmcastructure can be de�nitely ruled out at this point. Eventhough, it had been recently recognized that Cmca mayonly become stable at very high compression � 400GPa[24, 25], we �nd that irrespective of zero-point energy(ZPE), which will be discussed later, it is never stable.Another qualitative di�erence to previous calculationsat the semilocal DFT level is, that relative to the Cmca-12 structure, the C2/c phase is throughout more stableover the whole pressure range. Even more, the latter iseven further stabilized with pressure and leaves the C2/cstructure as the only other potential candidate for PhaseIII. Although the much increased stability of the C2/cand of the even more favorable P63/m structure may at�rst sight come as a surprise, both are consequences ofthe aforementioned energy lowering of insulating phaseswithin hybrid DFT. Furthermore, the impact of hybridDFT on the bandgap can be seen in Fig. 4. It is ap-parent that in comparison to the semilocal DFT gap ofFig. 2, the bandgaps for all considered phases and thusthe corresponding metallization pressures are substan-tially increased. In conjunction with Fig. 3, we �nd thatthe most stable structure P63/m exhibits at the sametime the largest bandgap, which is at variance to the

Fig. 4. (Colors online) The single-particle bandgap for allconsidered crystal structures as functions of pressure atthe hybrid DFT levelsemilocal DFT results and eventually entails an evenhigher metallization pressure. In general, except for theCmca-12 structure, which up to � 375GPa is more sta-ble than expected, the aforementioned rule of Kaxiras etal. is very well maintained at the hybrid DFT level.In particular, we report that at the hybrid DFTlevel the paired but insulating state in the form of theP63/m phase is insistent and stable up to �500 GPa,with no transformation into a metallic pairing structureexpected. In addition, metallization within P63/m viabandgap closure will only occur for pressures higherthan 484GPa. That is to say that the combinationof HFX properties to widen the bandgap, while stabi-lizing insulating phases, which from the outset them-selves exhibit wider gaps, is responsible for the tremen-dous increase of metallization pressure with respect tosemilocal DFT. Obviously, the quantitative increase ofthe metal-insulator transition pressure from � 290 to484GPa when going from semilocal to hybrid DFT isa consequence of the qualitative change in the mecha-nism of metallization. While in the former case met-allization happens at � 290GPa by bandgap closure ofthe most favorable C2/c structure, where it concurrentlytransforms to the metallic Cmca phase, now P63/mis stable up to the highest pressures and metallizes at484GPa. Preliminary calculations using more accuratemany-body perturbation theory, which will be reportedin detail elsewhere, con�rm the relative ordering of thebandgap calculations as shown in Fig. 4 for all consid-ered structures. Quantitatively, for the small bandgapstructures such as Cmca-12 the metallization pressuresinsigni�cantly increases, while for the C2/c and P63/mphases it marginally decreases. Anyway, in all casesthe deviation in the transition pressure is smaller than60GPa and we eventually predict that the most rele-vant P63/m structure metallizes due to bandgap closure�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2012



512 S. Azadi, Th.D.K�uhneat 446GPa. Since this is in excellent agreement withthe experimental observation that solid hydrogen turnsopaque at 320GPa, from which a metallization pressureof 450GPa can be deduced [34], our calculations resolveone of the primarily inconsistencies between theory [23{25]and experiment [16, 17].The pressure upon which solid molecular hydrogendissociates has been recently theoretically determined tobe 490GPa [35], which immediately suggest that PhaseIII may never become metallic through bandgap closure,but rather directly transforms into the metallic atomicphase. As a consequence, we do not expect any electron-phonon driven superconductivity in solid molecular hy-drogen, which is in contrast to previous theoretical pre-dictions [11, 12]. Even though the transition pressurehas only been computed at the semilocal DFT level, asthe coexistence of the Cmca and the I41/amd phase, itcan anyhow be considered as rather reliable, since bothstructures are metallic so that no appreciable correctionsdue to HFX are expected. Nevertheless, the fact that wepredict P63/m to be substantially more stable than theCmca phase, would involve a slightly higher dissociationpressure. On the other hand, we also expect the inclu-sion of ZPE not only to increase the transition pressureby � 10%, but alike to somewhat increase the bandgapbecause of level-repulsion e�ects, which increases themetallization pressure as well [24]. Including all thesee�ects, we expect the metallization to increase above 490GPa and Phase III to be insulating until it dissociatesinto metallic atomic hydrogen.Speaking about ZPE, the remaining factor is its in-uence on the relative stability of di�erent structures.However, when comparing Fig. 1 with Fig. 3 the stabi-lization of HFX is such that just the earlier predictedC2/c phase [25] appears to be the only other compet-itive structure. Although in absolute value the ZPE israther large, contrary to solid atomic hydrogen, there isa strong tendency in the molecular case that the ZPE ofdi�erent structures cancel each other out, which is evenmore pronounced with increasing pressure [36]. In anycase, the fact that the ZPE tends to favor symmetricstructures [18, 37] further strengthens our prediction infavor of the P63/m phase as the most likely candidatefor Phase III.All of this can be understood in terms of the conceptof spontaneous polarization [38]. The fact that uponenthalpy minimization the hydrogen molecules are al-lowed to slightly move away from their ideal lattice siteshas several important implications. First of all it stabi-lizes the P63/m phase, where the centers of the hydro-gen molecules sit on a distorted hcp lattice. Moreover,it also entails a substantial asymmetric electronic charge

distribution, which causes the system to spontaneouslypolarize. This electronic symmetry-breaking in the pro-ton pairs not only accounts for the established bandgapwidening, thereby yielding the much increased metalliza-tion pressure, but also explains the existence of IR activevibron modes [38]. In fact, it had been recently shownthat P63/m obeys one intense IR active vibron mode[25], which is consistent with experimental IR measure-ments of Phase III [30]. Altogether, we conclude thatP63/m is a very likely candidate for the elusive PhaseIII of solid hydrogen.Having said that, in spite the broken symmetry phaseis believed to exhibit a distorted hcp lattice because ofthe continuous shift of the Raman and IR frequenciesnext to the Phase II{III transition, the suggested P63/mstructure is inconsistent with Phase II that has three ac-tive vibron modes with an altogether low IR activityand therefore less symmetry [25, 39]. Anyhow, not onlythe level of theory may be inadequate, but also the en-thalpy di�erences so small that entropic e�ects are nolonger negligible and a �nite temperature treatment es-sential [40].We conclude by noting that the predominance of theproposed P63/m phase delimits the pressure range ofexistence of the conjectured zero-temperature quantumliquid phase of metallic hydrogen [4].The authors would like to thank the Graduate Schoolof Excellence MAINZ and the IDEE project of the CarlZeiss Foundation for �nancial support, as well as HansBehringer for critically reading the manuscript.1. E. Wigner and H.B. Huntington, J. Chem. Phys. 3, 764(1935).2. A. Alavi, M. Parrinello, and D. Frenkel, Science 269,1252 (1995).3. N.W. Ashcroft Phys. Rev. Lett. 21, 1748 (1968).4. S. A. Bonev, E. Schwegler, T. Ogitsu, and G. Galli, Na-ture (London) 431, 669 (2004).5. S. Scandolo, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 100, 3051(2003).6. S. Deemyad and Y. F. Silvera, Phys. Rev. Lett. 100,155701 (2008).7. M. I. Eremets and I. A. Trojan, JETP Lett. 89, 174(2009).8. M. I. Eremets and I. A. Troyan, Nature Materials 10,927 (2011).9. D. E. Ramaker, L. Kumar, and F. E. Harris, Phys. Rev.Lett. 34, 812 (1975).10. T.W. Barbee, M. L. Cohen, and J. L. Martins, Phys.Rev. Lett. 62, 1150 (1989).11. T.W. Barbee III, A. Carcia, M. L. Cohen, Nature (Lon-don) 340, 369 (1989).�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2012
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